South Carolina Aquarium
Kindergarten – 2nd Grade Scavenger Hunt

Name ____Answer

Key____________

_______________________________

Start in the Mountains and end in the Sea.
As you are walking draw what you see!

Mountains
Draw a plant that you see in the Mountain Forest

Might draw tulip poplar, hemlock or maple trees

Draw an animal that you see in the Mountain Forest

Might draw trout, otter, bull frog or newt

Piedmont
Draw a living thing that you see in one of the
Piedmont exhibits

Could draw one of many different fish or an American
Kestrel

Draw a non-living thing that you see in one of the
Piedmont exhibits

Could draw water, rocks, stones, dead tree stumps,
old tree limbs, clay or any BricksAlive sculpture

Coastal Plain
Circle the animals that you see in the Coastal Plain exhibits
How many animals did you circle?
2

Coast
Find the following shapes in the Coast exhibits and draw what you see on or in them.

Could draw many
things from signs
to an exhibit.

Could draw
many things
from signs to
an exhibit.

Ocean
Draw what you see in the Great Ocean Tank habitat

Hopefully will draw water, a reef, animals (fish, sharks, eels,
sea turtle) and maybe even divers.

Does your Great Ocean Tank habitat have the
4 things that all living things need? Might not
draw food because the divers feed the animals
their food, but everything else should be there
(oxygen is in water).
What are the 4 things that all living things
need?
1. Air
2. Food
3. Water
4. Shelter/Space

Zucker Family Sea Turtle Recovery
Draw a line matching the sea turtle’s body parts to the picture.
Head
Flipper
Shell
Tail

Aquarium Wrap-up
Draw your favorite animal or plant at the South Carolina Aquarium!
Could be anything ☺

What is it called?
___________________

